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Welcome to the fourth 
edition of Trust Matters,  
and the second since I joined 
the Trust back in July. 

 
As I look back over my last six 
months it is wonderful to 
have seen how we are 
continuing to improve, even 
in this relatively short amount 
of time.

It’s an exciting time, and our 
ultimate goal is to provide the 
best care possible for our 
patients, and to give staff the 
utmost pride in their 
organisation. It’s a great 
combination, and one we can 
achieve, particularly if you 
take into account the 
commitment of our staff.  
Only recently we were 
celebrating our Annual Staff 
Awards and we had hundreds 
of colleagues nominated for 
the great work they are 
doing. You can read more 
about our award winners on 
page 16 of our magazine as 
we pay tribute to our 
employees who go the extra 
mile or who have put in many 
years of dedicated service.

We have seen our experts 
by experience programme 
grow from strength to 
strength as some of our 
former and current patients 
join our ranks to use their 
own experience to help other 

service users on their road to 
recovery. New wards have 
been opened in Enfield and 
we have started the 
redevelopment of St Ann’s 
Hospital in Haringey. This will 
give us some of the best 
mental health facilities in the 
country. We are so pleased 
that this new facility will 
provide outstanding 
accommodation for the 
people we care for.

So I hope you enjoy reading 
this magazine, I hope you find 
it interesting and informative 
and if you have any feedback 
or story ideas then email 
beh-tr.communications 
@nhs.net

Kind regards

Jinjer Kandola,  
Chief Executive
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Thank you to all the staff and 
service users who helped us  
put this magazine together. 

We’re always looking for people 
who want to get involved. So,  
if you have a news story or idea 
for Trust Matters please email 
beh-tr.communications@nhs.net

       Follow Jinjer @Kandola8
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NEWS

New drug and alcohol  
service in Haringey 

Haringey mental health conference 
opens up a dialogue

People in Haringey, who need 
support with their drug and alcohol 
problems, will be getting even more 
help from now on.

BEH, Blenheim and BUBIC have 
won the contract to deliver Haringey 
Council’s and NHS Haringey CCG’s 
new drug and alcohol treatment 
service for adults.

The new service is aiming to 
reach more residents across the 
Borough and will continue to provide 
drug and alcohol support through 

specialist teams that understand the 
different needs of alcohol and drug 
users. BUBIC will bring a fresh new 
approach to getting these services 
to residents and supporting them 
through the recovery journey. 

Haringey residents will also benefit 
from Don’t Bottle It Up, an interactive 
online tool that allows people to 
check how risky their drinking is, 
access personalised advice online  
and find out where they can get 
support locally.

Around 120 people have been 
attending a conference on Open 
Dialogue approaches to family 
therapy and support organised  
by BEH.  

Open Dialogue in mental health 
services emphasises listening to 
all of the issues someone is facing 
rather than simply treating his or her 
symptoms. It also involves relatives 
and friends coming together to 
support the service user taking part  
in discussions with professionals. 

Dr Mary Olson, an international 
authority on Open Dialogue and 
dialogic practice from the University 
of Massachusetts, told the audience 
that the approach offers a response to 

“the crisis of connection” in modern 
life. That crisis increases levels of 
anxiety, depression and loneliness, 
she said. 

 “Those conditions lead to increased 
problems around drug addition, 
suicide and mass violence. They are 
aggravated by ever-growing inequality 
in housing, income, healthcare and 
education,” Dr Olson continued.

Around 30 mental health 
professionals working for BEH 
in Haringey have been trained in  
the approach over the last three 
years. Several of the service users 
who have experienced the approach 
– and their family and friends – 
attended the event. 

New mental  
health building
Construction of our new mental 
health building has begun, and is due 
to be completed by autumn 2020. 
This is very exciting news for the 
Trust, its patients and staff. It means 
that the current wards at St Ann’s 
Hospital will be replaced by brand 
new, state-of-the-art facilities, which 
will be among the best in the country. 

Visitors to St Ann’s will have seen 
that the initial enabling works for the 
redevelopment are now underway. 

The north east corner of the 
site, where the new mental health 
inpatient building will be built, will 
be hoarded off, which will mean that 
some of the site road layouts are 
changed. Signage around the site will 
ensure that patients, visitors and staff 
can still find their way around.

Suicide Prevention 
Team given 
international 
recognition
The Herman Goldstein Award 
recognises outstanding police officers 
and agencies around the world. 
They use effective problem-solving 
strategies to reduce specific crime, 
disorder, and public safety problems. 
It is named after the founder of 
problem-oriented policing, University 
of Wisconsin Emeritus Professor 
Herman Goldstein, and administered 
by the Centre for Problem-Oriented 
Policing.  At the awards in November 
in the USA, the British Transport 
Police (BTP) Suicide Prevention Team, 
of which BEH is a major partner, 
were recognised as one of five 
global finalists. Our nomination was 
for ‘Reducing Suicide: A Problem-
Solving Partnership Approach’. This 
highlighted the continued successful 
collaboration between BTP and the 
BEH Suicide Prevention Team - to 
reduce the number of suicides and 
increase the number of life-saving 
interventions along the rail network. 
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NEWS

Pushing boundaries on 
the fifth anniversary of 
the stalking laws

Magic Table  
gift brings 
Christmas joy 
to Tom’s Club

New ward opens in Enfield

It’s been five years since stalking 
became illegal across the country.  
The Multi Agency Stalking 
Intervention Programme (MASIP), 
managed by BEH and the Suzy 
Lamplugh Trust and funded by the 
Home Office, is a pilot project to test 
three different intervention models 
for stalking. 

London’s Stalking Threat 
Assessment Centre (STAC) reviews 
incoming cases on a daily basis, 
with referrals coming in from police 
reports, mental health teams in 
London Boroughs as well as from  
the Suzy Lamplugh Trust. 

Risk assessments are carried out, 
priority levels assigned (standard, 

medium, high) and management 
plans put in place: perpetrators may 
be referred into other community 
services (such as local mental health, 
drug and alcohol or other support 
services) or they may be referred for 
intervention at the Stalking Threat 
Assessment Centre. 

This intervention programme  
has been developed by Dr Frank 
Farnham a BEH clinician and 
consultant forensic psychiatrist at  
the National Stalking Clinic, and 
staffed with two nurses, one nurse 
manager, a psychiatrist and a 
psychologist, supported by a Crown 
Prosecution Service lawyer and a 
probation officer.

Moselle House, a new ward within the North London Forensic Service, 
welcomed its first patient in December.  The ward has 12 beds and is 
a low secure ward for men with mild learning disabilities.  This is an 
exciting new initiative that has been commissioned by NHS England 
and sees patients who are from London but have been in hospitals a 
long way from home, return to their local area.  North London Forensic 
Service is developing its Learning Disability pathway to include medium 
secure, low secure and community services which ensures that patients 
are offered the full care pathway by clinical teams with specialist skills 
and knowledge. BEH is now the only provider in London who offers  
this pathway.  

A grateful carer brought Christmas 
joy to a local club that helps 
hundreds of local people with 
dementia.

The local person, who wishes to 
remain anonymous, donated a £7,000 
“magic table”, known as a Tovertafel, 
to Haringey Memory Clinic’s Tom’s 
Club, based at St Ann’s Hospital. 

The high tech device projects 
interactive animated games onto a 
tabletop, enabling a group of up to 
six players to share games, helping to 
improve mental and physical health.

A dozen club members tested out 
the special “touchscreen” device at a 
launch party in December.

The Magic Table is designed for 
people with moderate and late stage 
dementia. It promotes cognitive 
stimulation, social interaction and 
physical movement.   

Packed into a small electronic 
box fixed to the ceiling, the device 
projects images onto an ordinary 
tabletop below, creating a high tech 
visual and auditory display with which 
players interact.

The picture above shows a bird 
feeding game, where animated seed 
is displayed on the table and can 
be "moved around" by your hand 
to feed the birds, which improves 
coordination and is fun to play.
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Scientists think physical activity 
helps maintain and improve 
wellbeing in a number of ways. It 
has been linked to helping people 
with mild depression, and evidence 
also shows it can help protect 
people against anxiety.  

 
Edwin Soda, Physical Health Lead 
Nurse in Enfield says that patients 
with severe mental health illness 
tend to die earlier than the general 
population and the vast majority 
of these deaths are due to chronic 
physical medical conditions such 
as cardiovascular, respiratory and 
infectious diseases, diabetes and 
hypertension.

Edwin adds that being active 
doesn’t have to mean doing sport 
or going to the gym. There are lots 
of ways to be active, so, if you are 
a busy parent, or carer, or work full 
time there are ways you can get 
more physical activity into your daily 
routine without going to the gym. 

Everyday things such as walking 
to the bus stop, carrying bags or 
climbing stairs all count, and can  
add up to the 150 minutes of 
exercise a week recommended for 
the average adult.  And there are also 
ways people can get more exercise 
without really trying including 
standing up more or sitting on the 
floor to watch TV. 

ONE 
STEP  
AT  
A  
TIME

And don’t forget the other mental 
and emotional benefits of exercise 
such as sharper memory and thinking, 
better sleep and more energy. 

So if your New Year’s resolution 
to get more active is falling by the 
wayside remember that you just need 
to take one step at a time to get 
physical. 

We all know that physical activity is 
good for your heart, joints and bones 
but research is also showing evidence 
of the benefit to your mental health 
and wellbeing too.

For more information on  
the small changes you can 
make to get fit in 2019 visit  
www.nhs.uk

Edwin Soda, Physical Health Lead Nurse in Enfield 

“Being active  
doesn’t have to mean 
doing sport or going 
to the gym”

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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We all know that what we  
eat plays a big role in our  
physical health.

 
But there’s growing evidence that 
it also influences our mood.

The brain needs a regular supply 
of fuel with the right nutrients to 
work properly. 

Try to eat little and often and 
you may well notice that your 
mood stays on an even keel. 
Remember too that alcohol lowers 
your mood after the  
initial buzz.

Here’s some more handy tips  
for lifting your mood through what 
you put in your mouth. Many of 
the foods that help your brain 
and your mood will also improve 
your physical health – which in 
itself can make you feel better and 
happier.

THE WONDERS OF  
FOOD AND MOOD

You don’t have to be nibbling on 
cakes in Wonderland with Alice 
for food to have an impact on 
how you see the world.

Don’t forget the magic  
ingredient in protein
We all know that protein is 
essential for living. Again, research 
is increasingly suggesting that 
a building block of protein, 
Tryptophan, can help with 
depression. It’s found in fish, 
poultry and eggs. If you’re 
vegetarian or vegan don’t despair 
however – just each lots of green 
leafy vegetables – such as spinach 
(which also has a lot of iron in it). 
Nuts, seeds, lentils and beans are 
other good sources of protein.

Remember your five a day – but 
add in nuts and seeds
Fruit, vegetables, nuts, pulses and 
seeds are rich in B vitamins and 
zinc. There’s growing evidence 
that these nutrients can combat 
depression. Mix and match these 
food groups through the week 
so that you get a wide range of 
vitamins and minerals.

Eat (the right) fats
‘Fathead’ might be a playground 
insult but there’s more truth in it 
than you might expect. Our brains 
are actually 50% fat, which helps 
the cells in the brain to maintain 
their structure. Olive oil or similar 
oils are good for cooking with 
and for salad dressings. Nuts and 
seeds are great sources of ‘good’ 
fat as well.

As an irritating old shampoo 
ad used to say, ‘here comes 
the science bit’. Consume more 
unsaturated fats and cut down on 
the nasty old trans fats. 

The Omega 3 question
Some researchers have identified 
a link between Omega 3 
oil – found in oily fish – and 
depression. It’s recommended  
that you have two portions of 
oily fish a week – choosing from 
salmon and trout or the more 
humble herring, sardine and 
pilchards. If you’re pregnant, 
breastfeeding or trying to become 
pregnant you shouldn’t have more 
than two portions.

And don’t forget to drink  
enough liquids
It's easy to overlook, but choosing 
healthier drinks is a key part 
of getting a balanced diet. And 
experts suggest we should drink  
6 to 8 glasses of fluid a day. 
Water, lower fat milk and sugar-
free drinks, including tea and 
coffee, all count. 
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FEATURE: ALCOHOL

HOW MUCH 
DRINKING IS 
TOO MUCH? 

Going down the  
pub may have been  
a big part of life  
for many of us.

Unlike smoking, drinking is a quite 
an acceptable activity. It’s so much 
part of our culture that not drinking, 
unless for religious reasons, can make 
people query your motives.

And as we get older, cracking open 
a nice bottle of wine to smooth away 
the stresesses of work can seem a 
natural thing to do; almost like a treat 
we deserve!

But how many of us really know 
how many units of alcohol (not to 
mention calories) are in that nice, 
inviting bottle? Even fewer of us 

think about the cumulative effect of 
assaulting our livers. 

Typically, a bottle of red wine 
contains 10 units – which means that 
if you drink even half a bottle three 
nights a week you’re already over the 
recommended level of 14 units. If you 
hit the bottle each weekday evening 
and add in even a relatively gentle 
night out over the weekend, you’re 
probably looking at 40 units a week. 
Yet we know that many people often 
drink not half a bottle but a full bottle 
after a stressful day.



ENABLE
Vincent House site
2e Nags Head Road. EN3 7FN)  
during office hours or until 7.30pm on a Wednesday.  
The service also has its own web tool and app  
https://dontbottleitup.org.uk that allows you to calculate
your drinking and includes useful self help tools.
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HOW MUCH 
DRINKING IS 
TOO MUCH? 

As they still manage to hold 
down full-time jobs, few of them 
would recognise that it’s an issue – 
despite the links between that level 
of drinking and a whole range of 
diseases including cancer, diabetes 
and heart and liver disease.

Will Davis, Operations Manager 
with Enable, Enfield Drug & Alcohol 
Service, says: “Drinking is used to 
cope with high stress but that just 
becomes a vicious circle because 
you go to work with a hangover 
and generally not at your best. It 
also affects your mood and anxiety 
levels so all-in-all it just increases the 
pressure and stress of work which 
means you go home and drink again.”

Recognising that people holding 
down a good job might wince at the 
idea of attending traditional drug and 
alcohol services, Will urges regular 
drinkers seeking help to approach 
their GP or Enable about the services 
available locally. It’s likely they will 
refer you to one of the GP hubs 
running in Enfield and Haringey 
where you might be offered 4-6 
sessions of education and cognitive 
behavioural therapy.  A shorter less 
intensive course is also available. As 
well as this people can also contact 
Enable directly at their Vincent House 
site. The service also has its own web 
tool and app (https://dontbottleitup.
org.uk) that allows you to calculate 
your drinking and includes useful  
self help tools.

Will explains: “The tool and CBT 
sessions are not for dependent 
drinkers but for those at risk of 
becoming dependent. The great 
thing about CBT methods is that you 
can become your own therapist so 
when you finish the sessions you can 
continue to challenge yourself and 
adapt how you think about drink.”

 

Cutting down without the pain
 
Years or decades of drinking make it seem just a  normal part of daily life. That makes total abstinence a difficult goal. So why not start off with little steps that can help you get down to the recommended drinking limit? If you want to carry on to zero units once you’re there, then so much the better. 
 
Now, let’s get started:

 
Make a plan – decide before you go out or crack open the bottle just how much you’re going to drink that evening.

If you’re going out and you can get home without a cab or bus, take just enough money to buy the drinks you’ve decided on.

Don’t run before you can walk — if you cut back a little every day then every day is a success.
Whether you’re out or at home, size does matter.  Go for bottled beer rather than pints or a small glass of wine rather than a large one.

Give lower strength drinks a go – that doesn’t have to mean alcohol free. The alcohol content of a bottle of wine can vary between about 9% and 14%. Avoid the premium beers with around 5.5% alcohol and try ones with alcohol content barely half that.
Make every second drink a juice or water – they’ll help to keep you hydrated which is the key to 
warding off hangovers.

Think of the money you’re saving and plan a treat for yourself – even a bottle of wine at home each evening is going to set you back around £200 a 
month. Halve that and you’ve got £100 for a little bit of what you fancy.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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Do you 
have the 
winter 
blues?

Maybe all those 
animals are on to 
something. Going 
for a long sleep 
during the bleak 
midwinter might 
do us all the world 
of good.
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Hurrying into work in the 
dark, and scurrying back after 
sunset can make January and 
February seem fairly bleak.
But for some of us these cold, 
sunless days are thought 
to trigger an aptly named 
mental health condition called 
seasonal affective disorder or 
SAD for short. 

The symptoms of SAD are similar to 
that for ‘normal’ depression (see box) 
but they intensify during the dark 
winter months. 

There’s still a lot of debate about 
what causes SAD in some people – 
and some health professionals are not 
sure it even exists.

However, it’s most often put down 
to hormone levels that are affected 
by not seeing enough of the sun. It all 
centres on a part of the brain called 
the hypothalamus. People with SAD 
might produce more melatonin — 
normally a pleasant hormone that 
makes sure we drift off to sleep. 
Too much of it though can leave you 
feeling tired. Meanwhile, the dark can 
reduce the amount of serotonin your 
body produces. This hormone boosts 
your mood and affects your appetite 
and sleep.

Some scientists and clinicians also 
suspect a genetic connection. If you 
think you might have SAD you should 
talk to your GP.

Let there be light – 
beating the winter blues 
with technology
 
The jury is still out on light therapy 
– light boxes that (for most 
people) simulate the much-missed 
sunlight. Most involve sitting near 
the box for 30-60 minutes each 
morning. It’s thought they might 
rebalance those hormones already 
mentioned.

They come in a variety of 
shapes, sizes and intensity so 
check with the manufacturer that 
they are medically approved for 
the treatment of SAD. They’re 
rarely available on the NHS.

If you have an eye condition or 
are on medications that increase 
your sensitivity to light you should 
check in with your GP before 
buying or using one. 

You also need to check the 
light intensity you should be  
using and how long you should 
have it switched on each day.

People who have a good 
experience report improvements 
in their symptoms after about  
a week.

HEALTH MATTERS

Symptoms of SAD 
and depression
• A persistent low mood

• Irritability

• Feelings of despair, guilt and 
worthlessness

• Lethargy

• Sleeping for longer than 
normal and finding it difficult 
to get up in the morning

• A loss of pleasure or interest 
in everyday activities.

It’s most often put down  
to hormone levels 
affected by not seeing 
enough of the sun

 
But you can also try these  
self help tips:
• Try to get as much natural 

sunlight as possible – even 
nipping out for 20 minutes at 
lunchtime if the sun’s peeping 
through the clouds is helpful

• Make your home and workplace 
as light and airy as possible

• Bag the window seat in the office, 
the living room or on the bus

• Take lots of exercise
• Eat a healthy balanced diet.

 
You know most of that (except 
bathing in sunshine) makes sense 
all year round. If it doesn’t work for 
you in the winter, it’s possible your 
GP or other health professional 
might suggest other options. 
These could include counselling 
or therapy – or in severe cases of 
SAD – antidepressants. The pills are 
thought to work best if taken before 
the clocks go back (so hopefully 
before you’ve got any symptoms for 
that winter) and continued until the 
daffodils are out.

Try to get as much 
natural sunlight 
as possible – even 
nipping out for 20 
minutes at lunchtime 
has a positive impact
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The North London Forensic 
Service has developed the 
inpatient recovery college over 
the last two years, resulting in 
a cultural shift for service users 
and staff alike. From the outset, 
the Recovery College fully 
embraced the co-production 
ethos and staff and service 
users agree that this is the key 
to its success. 

The CHOICES Recovery College won 
a National Service User Award for 
Recovery and the Arts at a black tie 
event in Coventry.  

Sara Henley, Barnet, Enfield and 
Haringey Mental Health NHS Trust’s 
Head of Therapies Specialist Services, 
said: “We are delighted with this 
recognition of everyone’s hard work 
and that we have embedded service 
users in a truly co-produced service.”

 Service users developed the 
Positive CHOICES brand for the 
college: they chose the logo, title  
and the values that are embodied 
in the word choices. This has 
contributed to a sense of ownership 
of the Positive CHOICES Recovery 
College – which has helped build  
on-going user involvement. 

RECOVERY  
COLLEGE

FROM BEEKEEPING TO MONEY MANAGEMENT - OUR AWARD WINNING  
RECOVERY COLLEGE HAS IT ALL. SARA HENLEY, HEAD OF THERAPIES REPORTS

Proud winners: National Service User Awards
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SERVICE 
USERS AS PEER 
FACILITATORS
 
The recovery college has 26 
trained experts by experience. 
They fulfil a range of roles 
across the service, including 
representation in operational 
management meetings and on 
the recovery college steering 
group. They also develop and 
deliver recovery college courses. 
The wide range of courses and 
workshops are divided into five 
themes:
• Understanding health and 

treatment
• Physical health and wellbeing
• Recovery and me
• Knowledge and skills
• Returning to work and study 

(which includes introductory 
courses on skills and trades 
such as pottery, bee keeping 
and jewellery as well as what 
makes for a good CV)

SERVICE USERS  
AS STUDENTS
 
The students evaluate each 
course and their comments help 
shape developments within the 
recovery college. 

Service users as ambassadors - 
The Positive CHOICES Recovery 
College has developed several 
user-led open days and a monthly 
college social event. These events 
provide an opportunity to share 
experiences, exchange ideas and 
to enrol new students for the 
college.

Our prospectus highlights a 
range of courses available at 
different times through the year. 
We review it regularly to ensure it 
delivers the courses that students 
want to take. 

Some of our most popular 
courses are Introduction to 
Recovery, Understanding Co-
production, Overcoming Stigma 
and Discrimination, Men’s Health 
and Yoga/Chi Gong.

Around 75% of the inpatient 
population are enrolled with the 
college and the feedback has 
been extremely positive. More 
than 95% of students rate the 
college and its courses as good or 
excellent.

CT, a peer facilitator said “Running 
a workshop was very good. I met with 
the member of staff, and organised 
what we were going to say. I enjoyed 
facilitating the CPA and co-production 
courses with Sarah and Teresa. We 
had some good feedback. People did 
enjoy the courses and learnt a lot 
from them. Some people went on and 
became an Expert by Experience like 
myself. While doing the CPA course 
I found that some people struggled 
to attend a morning course. Those 
people said they would do it again 
if it were arranged at a different 
time. People really appreciated their 
certificates.”

A student said "I find the workshops 
relaxing and I enjoy socialising and 
speaking with people from other 
wards. It’s a stress relief and a chance 
to open up. My favourite workshop is 
Smart Phones and Me as it was very 
easy to understand and I learnt a lot. 
I also enjoy the Mindfulness session 
as it is calming and relaxing, it makes 
me feel chilled out and helps me to 
express my feelings."

Another student said "I like 
attending the Recovery C ollege to 
learn more and to practice some 
of what I've learned like Y–ogic 
breathing. My favourite workshop 
is Mindfulness, it helps me to be 
more aware of my feelings and that 
the practice makes me feel calm and 
peaceful."

We hope that the Positive 
CHOICES Recovery College will go 
from strength to strength.

“I find the workshops 
relaxing and I enjoy 
socialising and speaking 
with people from other 
wards. It’s stress relief   
and a chance to open up”

“We had some good 
feedback. People did  
enjoy the courses and 
learnt a lot from them”
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FEATURE

“I’m supposed to say that I’m 
into pop music and football, 
aren’t I?,” Mark Lam laments 
good-naturedly as he bustles  
into his BEH office. 

 
He has a Picasso and other modern 
art (all copies) on his office wall, an 
English literature degree from Oxford, 
classical music playing quietly in 
the background and a stellar career 
in technology behind him. So it’s 
probably a good idea that BEH’s new 
Chairman is wise to be himself rather 
than trying to be down with the kids. 

Then again, having only left his post 
as chief technologist for Openreach in 
the summer, he could probably mix it 
with the best digital dynamos. 

Despite his high-flying role in a 
sector he loves, Mark says his most 
fulfilling career moment came when 
a London acute trust where he was 
serving as a non-executive director 
came out of special measures.

“My longest professional experience 
was with BT's Openreach but I felt 
I was missing a sense of personal 
fulfilment. I started doing non-
executive work with an acute trust 
and that turned out to be one of the 
toughest but also one of the most 
fulfilling roles I’ve had. It felt great 
to know my work helped the Trust 
come out of special measures – I still 
remember that day and the sense of 
fulfilment it gave me.”

While not cutting all his ties with 
the world of business, Mark accepted 
the BEH chairmanship in the summer 
and began work on 1 October. He also 
serves as a non-executive director for 
an acute Trust in Yorkshire, dividing 
his time and life between the north 
and London.

“The civil service is in my blood. 
My father was an economist and 
senior civil servant in Singapore’s first 
independent government. We are also 
descended from a senior civil servant 
who worked for an emperor in China 
before China was China as we know 
it.” (See the full grisly details of that 
family folklore in the Surprising Facts 
box).

Mark still travels back to Singapore 
three or four times a year to visit his 
parents. 

After leaving Oxford, respect for 
a nation that had built a free health 
service was a factor in him choosing 
to live in the UK. It’s fitting that he is 
now playing a key role in shaping our 
part of that health service.

So Mr Chairman, what does a Trust 
Chairman do – and not do?
I represent and advocate for the 
organisation. As the leader of the 
Board I am ultimately accountable but 
it is Jinjer who runs things on a day-
to-day basis. My job – and that of the 
other non-executive members of the 
Board – is to guide and nurture the 

A clear path through the forest 
Meeting our Chairman: Mark Lam

executive team. 
I’m working on Trust business two 

to three days a week and I want 
to spend a lot of that time outside 
the Board room. I’m talking to staff 
and service users and with local 
politicians, community leaders and our 
partners. Jinjer is doing a lot of that as 
well but any Chief Executive of such 
a large organisation has a lot on their 
plate with the day-to-day stuff. 
 
It sounds like you’ve met a lot of 
people in your first months in the job. 
What are your early thoughts?
It sounds glib but I am genuinely 
impressed by the dedication and 
commitment of staff – it seems 
even higher than in other NHS 
organisations. I think that’s partly 
down to so many being local and 
being here for so many years. They 
feel a sense of belonging and part of 
the community.

I don’t think we shout enough 
about that and our role in the three 
boroughs whose residents we serve.

Look at the St Ann’s redevelopment 
which is just getting started. All the 
preparation work and negotiating for 
that was a massive undertaking and I 
am so pleased that we sold land to the 
GLA for affordable housing.
 
And what about those politicians, 
partners and community leaders that 
you mentioned?
They are crying out for the Trust 
to play a bigger role in both mental 
health and community leadership. 
That is easier said than done but the 
people out there that I am talking to 
tell me just how much we still need to 
raise awareness of mental health and 
challenge the stigma that people with 
mental health issues face. 

It’s not clear who has responsibility 
for that education at the community 
level. We should ask how we can go 
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beyond helping people recover and 
actually play a role in the community.  
Whatever we do needs to be clinically 
led rather than coming from me or the 
management team so it is something I 
look forward to talking to staff about.
 
Where did your interest in mental 
health come from?
It really started with my interest in 
diversity and inclusion. I was on the 
BT Inclusion Board and I was diversity 
champion for the tech workforce. 
As I got immersed in equality and 
diversity, mental health started to 
emerge as a hidden strand of diversity 
– one where people experience even 
more stigma than other minorities and 
where there is even less awareness 
and understanding.
 
How does an English literature 
graduate end up with one of the UK’s 
most important tech jobs?
I was always interested in technology 
and during my two and a half years of 
national service in Singapore I worked 
in administration where I was taught 
a lot of computing. By that time I was 
signed up for the English Literature 
course. But I don’t think that what 
you study has to dictate what job you 

Surprising facts  
that mark Mark out

1. Public service runs deep in  
his family – and it has grisly 
roots. Family folklore insists  
they are descended from Bi 
Gan, a top civil servant in the 
court of an Emperor in the 
Shang dynasty. That dates 
back just the odd 3000 years. 
To prove that he did not have 
a “black heart” (a sign of 
disloyalty), Bi Gan ripped  
open his chest and pulled the 
organ out.

2. His family name is Chinese 
for forest. Again, folklore insists 
this is because the unfortunate 
Bi Gan’s pregnant wife fled to 
another part of China and gave 
birth in a forest.

3. Mark specialised in 16th 
and 17th English literature at 
Oxford. While passionate about 
John Milton, a sense of isolation 
forced Mark to abandon a PhD 
about the author of Paradise 
Lost after “working alone in a 
library basement for a year”.

do. As long as you work hard and train 
your mind you should be able to pick 
up most things.

When I graduated there weren’t 
exactly many arts jobs around but 
the dot.com boom was getting going. 
I was there for the boom and I was 
there for the bust. The company I 
was working for went under and that 
taught me not to take anything for 
granted or to be complacent. The 
world is a very volatile place.
 
What are you proudest of in  
your career?
As Openreach chief technologist, I 
was responsible for the technology 
we were rolling out and superfast 
and fibre optic technology matters 
to society in many ways. The UK 
economy depends on a digital 
infrastructure and everything we did 
there mattered so much.

The health service doesn’t have a 
great record at implementing big IT 
projects. Where have we gone wrong?

The NHS tends to pursue massive, 
monolithic projects costing billions of 
pounds that take years to complete. 
Managing a programme like that at 
scale for years is fraught with difficulty 
and it stifles creativity and innovation. 

The good news is that NHS leaders 
and politicians now understand that 
so watch this space.

And Mark, one final question.  
You're obviously very busy, so how do 
you relax?
My work is mostly social – meeting 
people all the time. For relaxation I 
look to the opposite of that. Playing 
the piano as a passionate amateur is 
incredibly therapeutic. When I’m in 
Yorkshire I love walking in the Dales 
and moors.

Mark Lam at the Staff Awards
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Let it be…   Coping with anxiety
Many of us have childhood memories of a family friend, relative or 
neighbour being tagged ‘a bundle of nerves’ or ‘highly strung’.

It was the closest previous generations 
got to acknowledging that anxiety 
could debilitate some people. As with 
so many mental health problems, 
people hid away or ‘soldiered on’ 
until, in many cases, they collapsed 
under the burden. Now if you live 
in Barnet, Enfield and Haringey 
you don’t have to suffer in silence. 
You can access several sessions of 
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) 
for conditions such as anxiety. Just 
refer yourself to the Improving Access 
to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) 
service in your borough.

Rebecca Burkoff, Senior 
Psychological Wellbeing Practitioner 
with Enfield IAPT, says anxiety is one 
of the most common conditions she 
and her colleagues encounter.

“As with other mental health 
problems, anxiety takes so many 
different forms and with many clients 
there is not a clear-cut distinction 
between it and depression. They are 
interlinked in a way that physical 
health usually isn’t. Levels of anxiety 
also vary enormously – we all need 
a bit of stress in our lives to make us 
get to work on time but it can go right 
up to people not being able to leave 
the house.”

Many of the people Rebecca and 
her colleagues see fall somewhere 
in-between – the very people that 
previously would often have been left 

to sort things out for themselves until 
their problems became unbearable.

She urges people not to be shy 
about self-referring: “I would 
encourage people to refer if our 
service sounds like it could be useful 
to them. We are too reluctant to  
self-refer. The worst that can happen 
is that we will give you some self  
help resources. 

“I often find the people who say ‘I’m 
not sure if I’m bad enough to need 
help’ just don’t realise how much they 
are struggling because it’s gone on so 
long. They have normalised it.”

Once you’ve filled in an online or 
paper application form, you’ll be 
called for a 45 minute telephone 
screening by Rebecca or a colleague. 

“The call gives us a general picture 
of what is going on – sometimes 
people don’t feel ready to open up 
about the biggest issues at that point 
but we usually have enough to steer 
them in the right direction.”

For anxiety, that right direction will 
usually involve CBT: there is growing 
evidence that it is more effective than 
counselling in supporting people with 
anxiety and related or linked issues. 

“The goal is always to give the 
least intrusive intervention. Most 
of life happens outside the therapy 
room, so we offer short-term therapy 
that helps you to test out new 
ways of thinking about your day 

to day challenges and trying new 
approaches.”

Patients’ needs determine the 
intensity and the length and number 
of sessions. 

The important thing is to get things 
started and to shake off any feeling of 
embarrassment about not being seen 
to cope.

As Rebecca says: “There are so 
many pressures that can push and 
pull people today in different ways. 
Social media really funnels any 
negative thoughts we have. It leads 
us to ‘compare and despair’; not 
least because people post photos of 
themselves looking great on holiday.

“Work, benefits and housing 
problems can all become 
overwhelming. A few decades ago 
you couldn’t talk about it – there 
was no such thing as mild anxiety or 
depression, you either got on with it 
or were completely devastated. Now 
we know that just offering the right 
amount of support at the right time 
is good for the person and can avoid 
more difficult health problems later 
down the track.” 
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Two hugely successful young actors have 
spoken about living with anxiety. 

Claire Foy, who has starred in 
Netflix’s The Crown, Wolf Hall 
and First Man, said: “The thing 
about it is, it’s not related to 
anything that would seem 
logical. It’s purely that feeling 
in the pit of your stomach 
and the feeling that you can’t 
because you’re ‘this’ or you’re 
‘that’. It’s my mind working at a 
thousand beats a second and 
running away with a thought.”

Speaking to the Guardian, 
Claire continued: “It’s still there 
but I guess I don’t believe it so 
much anymore. I used to think 
that this was my lot in life – to 
be anxious. I would struggle 
with it and that would make 
me quite miserable and I felt 
restricted.

“But now I’m able to 
disassociate myself from it 

more. I know that it’s just 
something I have – and that I 
can take care of myself.”

One reader commented 
on the article: “Refreshingly 
honest about the doubt and 
vulnerability that makes us 
human.”

Meanwhile La La Land star 
Emma Stone has talked about 
the anxiety and panic attacks 
she has experienced since she 
was seven.

“I was at a friend’s house 
and I was convinced the house 
was burning down. There was 
nothing in me that didn’t think 
we were going to die.”

Speaking to the Child Mind 
Institute on YouTube, Emma 
said that few actors talk about 
things like panic attacks.

Work-related stress:  
self help tips and seeking support
 
Anyone can approach the service if their anxiety arises from 
work stress. If you work for BEH, talk to occupational health 
or your manager about asking your local IAPT team to run a 
workshop for your department or unit. Meanwhile, here’s some 
tips from Rebecca for reducing workplace stress: 

• Recognise that if you (and your managers) don’t look after 
yourselves; you can’t do your job properly (and that means 
patient care suffers if you work in the NHS)

• Talk to your managers about creating a less stressful 
working environment – possibly with outside help

• If you have a particularly difficult or challenging incident 
or meeting, try hard to allow yourself a five minute walk or 
time alone before taking on the next challenge

• Try out a few minutes of deep breathing – or using all your 
senses (check in with the smells and sounds around you)

• Do something nice for a colleague, even if it’s just making 
them a cuppa – it really is better to give than receive.
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Celebrating 
   Excellence 
       Awards 2018

RICKY JEAN 
NON-REGISTERED 
CLINICAL    
SUPPORTING 
STAR    OF    
THE YEAR  

Ricky, a Nursing Assistant in the 
Haringey Assessment Ward at  
St Ann’s Hospital, works tirelessly to 
ensure his patients' are treated with 
dignity and their needs are met.  
He’s the Trust’s non-registered, 
clinical Supporting Star of the Year. 
He’s hardworking and puts patients'  
needs before his own.  

He said: “It’s good to be recognised. 
So long as my patients are happy 
that’s good enough for me. I want to 
make sure they are listened to and 
treated fairly. They may have a mental 
illness but they still need to be heard.”

POPPY ELLIS-LOGAN 
NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR 
Graduate mental health worker Poppy 
Ellis-Logan is the Trust’s Newcomer of 
the Year. 

Poppy joined the Adult Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) Service at Barnet Hospital’s 
Springwell Centre in 2017 and 
quickly became a “passionate and 
articulate” advocate and campaigner 
for improved education and service 
quality. The team of 12 provide 
services for 800 to 1,000 service 

users with ADHD, a condition which 
is often combined with others 
including anxiety, addiction and eating 
disorders.  

Poppy said: “I can’t put into words 
how astonished and touched I am to 
have been given this award. I have 
so much respect for the consultants 
in our team, who despite being 
international leaders in the field of 
ADHD, are constantly supporting 
me and my colleagues to grow as 

people and as professionals. I’m 
honoured to raise awareness of 
our team as a whole, especially as 
ADHD in adults continues to be 
massively underdiagnosed in the UK 
and many adults with the condition 
are not referred, simply because 
their symptoms are unrecognised or 
mistaken for another disorder.

“I have so 
much respect 
for the 
consultants 
in our team”
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MONI\  AY_ C 
NURSE OF THE YEAR 
Our Nurse of the Year is a “team player” who provides 
the “best care for service users and staff”. Senior Nurse 
Practitioner Monika Aykac is a member of the busy 
Haringey Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment Team 
(CRHTT). Based at St Ann’s Hospital, they respond to 
around 40 service users’ mental health emergencies each 
day, assessing, treating and supporting them and helping 
to avoid admission.  
 
She said: “I’m extremely honoured and proud to have 
received such an important award, but feel that the award 
belongs to the entire CRHTT. It’s really the hard work, 
motivation and dedication of the whole team and our 
consultant to change the way we work so we can change 
patients’ lives. That makes the difference.”

ASHTON DUBLIN 
MANAGER OF THE YEAR 
 
"Caring" and "compassionate" 
Ashton Dublin is the Trust's 
Manager of the Year. He's the 
outpatient manager and liaison 
lead at St Ann's Eating Disorder 
Service (known to many as the 
Phoenix Unit), where he and his 
team help support 600 service 
users a year from Barnet, Enfield, 
Haringey, Camden, Islington, 
Newham, Tower Hamlets, 

Hackney and The City of London. 
Ashton is a great listener and 
communicator, pleased to go 
the extra mile for colleagues and 
patients. He said: “I'm proud to 
have won this award because 
it gives the chance to show 
all of the hard work that the 
eating disorders team does each 
day. It also provides me with 
confirmation that the work I do 
has a positive effect on others.”

DANIEL PALMER

CARE    PROFESSIONAL    
OF THE YEAR 
Daniel Palmer’s “compassionate” and “caring” approach to 
management has earned him the title of Care Professional 
of the Year. He manages Haringey Early Intervention 
Service’s multi-disciplinary team of 22, based at St Ann’s 
Hospital G block from where the team respond to first 
episodes of psychosis among 230 Haringey residents.
 
Daniel, a qualified occupational therapist and bicycle 
mechanic (he also runs the St Ann’s Hospital cycle 
cooperative) is proud of the team’s achievements, 
reputation and great levels of staff recruitment and 
retention. He said: “I’m in awe of my fantastic team. The 
energy comes from them and the fantastic clients we 
work with. That makes us strong. Our clients give us so 
much positive feedback.”
 

CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE 2018

“I’m proud to have won this award 
because it gives the chance to show  
all of the hard work the eating 
disorders team does each day”
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BLUE NILE HOUSE, 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 
IMPROVEMENT    
CHAMPION AWARD  

Blue Nile House at Chase Farm 
Hospital is the Trust’s Improvement 
Champion of the Year. The multi-
disciplinary team of 30 provide 
"recovery focussed", person-centred 
care for 16 patients in a low-
secure, forensic setting. They use 
productive ward principles so  staff 
can focus on helping service users 
regain confidence, self-esteem 
and independence after long 
periods as inpatients. Inpatients 
have successfully moved back to 
community care over the last two 
years.  

The team recently achieved the 
Trust’s ‘Full Monty’ Star Wards 

award for providing an array of 75 
activities for service-users, including 
self-catering, self-administration of 
medication and access to community 
services. 

Ward manager Alie Daramy 
said: "We're proud of the services 
we provide to help the men’s 
recovery and it's great to have been 
recognised by the Trust. There are 
things that we do here that other 
wards can also do, like teaching our 
patients to self-cater. We would 
love to share our experience and 
knowledge with others. All are 
welcome to come and see us!”
 

LUBNA    
ANWAR 
DOCTOR    
OF THE YEAR 
“Inspirational” consultant Lubna 
Anwar is the Trust’s Doctor of the 
Year and has helped her team to win 
four awards for quality of care in the 
last year. As clinical lead for the South 
Enfield Locality Team, she helps look 
after around 650 patients, aged 18 to 
65. Many have complex needs with 
chronic severe mental illness and 
challenging risk histories. Lubna works 
“tirelessly” to motivate the team - 
based at Lucas House, Edmonton - in 
a hectic, fast-paced environment, 
leading “bottom up” discussions and 
teaching about patients’ clinical, social 
and physical health challenges. 

She adheres to her belief that “a 
capable workforce is able to look after 
others well”.  Lubna said: “I’m proud 
of my team’s effort to improve patient 
care and that we have received this 
recognition. It’s about effort to keep 
a relational focus, build on strengths, 
learn from feedback and keep patients 
at the centre of what we offer. It’s 
helped the team to win four awards 
this year. I am really proud of them.”
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PENNY FLACK
SUPPORTING STAR OF THE YEAR: 
NON-CLINICAL

Penny Flack, administrator for 
Enfield South's Mental Health 
Locality Team and Recovery and 
Enablement Team, is our non-
clinical Supporting Star of the Year. 

Penny works with around 30 
colleagues at Lucas House in 
Edmonton, supporting 450 service 
users a year with conditions such as 
psychosis, depression and anxiety. 
She is a team player who is "always 
finding new ways of developing 
the team" - encouraging them to 

participate in outings, parties and 
more.  

 Penny said: "I'm amazed, 
delighted and proud to have won 
this award. Since joining the Trust I 
have worked my way up from band 
2 to band 4. Getting this shows 
how far I have come and how much 
my confidence has grown. I want 
to thank my team for nominating 
me and for being so great to work 
with."

ENFIELD CAMHS
TEAM OF THE YEAR
The “innovative” and “constantly 
striving” Enfield Child and Adolescent 
Mental Health Services (CAMHS) 
admin team are justly proud of 
scooping the Trust’s Team of the Year.

 Set up a year ago to take over 
all patient administrative and 
management systems from Enfield 
Council, the team of nine quickly 
developed a robust new system 
to ensure patient referrals and 
administration ran smoothly and 
problem-free.

 Whilst the team developed the 
new systems, they also helped to 
reduce the number of patients 
missing appointments, a key quality 
improvement initiative, reducing 

DNAs by around half.  
 Service manager Natalija Lytrides 

puts their success down to a “can do” 
attitude and “innovative approach”. 
She said: “We’re delighted and thrilled 
that the Enfield CAMHS admin team 
have won the award.”   

 She added: “Admin are the 
unsung heros of the NHS, enabling 
our clinicians to focus on their job 
of getting best care to our young 
people. Our team are inventive and 
truly care. They understand that each 
referral represents a call for help from 
someone extremely vulnerable, and 
they go out of their way to ensure the 
client can get specialist care which is 
seamless, robust and functional.”
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DIGITAL REVOLUTION

Who would have thought that seven 
decades after the start of the NHS 
that we would be using technology to 
help deliver patient care. Leading the 
change in BEH is our district nursing 
team in Enfield who have recently 
started using mobile devices allowing 
them to access clinical information at 
the point of care in patients’ homes.  

 
Staff now have the ability to work 
anywhere and at any time to access 
and update information from a 
supported mobile device. For health 
service staff critical activities can 
now be completed in real time, 
from accessing calendars to viewing 
patient test results, without needing 
to return to a desk. This not only 
helps staff to spend more time with 
patients and less on paperwork but 
will also help improve patient safety 
and lower the risk of medical errors. 

 

 
Lynn Robinson, Transformation 
Business Lead who has supported 
the project said: “We’ve already had a 
lot of good feedback from staff. Staff 
morale in teams has increased, and 
the overall feedback is that staff are 
loving their new devices. This is just 
the start of a long term programme 
to help staff in our community 
provide better patient care through 
the use of modern technology.”  

The digital  
future is here 

In a world where we use our phones to check emails, like 
a tweet, transfer money or book a table for dinner it is not 
unrealistic to expect that you could also have a video discussion  
with a doctor about your health.
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Catch it
Learn how to manage feelings  
like anxiety and depression.  
Catch it will teach you how to 
look at problems in a different 
way, turn negative thoughts into 
positive ones and improve your 
mental wellbeing.

The app uses cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT) to help 
people change the way you think 
and feel about things. 

Use the app to record your 
mood in three simple steps:  
• ‘Catch It’ records and rates  

your mood.
• ‘Check It’ asks you to take a 

moment to reflect on what 
you’re thinking.

• ‘Change It’ asks you to think 
about a better way of dealing 
with a problem. 

We have handpicked some of the best free health apps to help 
improve your wellbeing. The apps can play an important role in 
helping improve your wellbeing and also provide solutions for the 
self-management of physical and mental health disorders.  

Take a look at the five best free apps on the market.

 
 
 

BMI Calculator
Download the NHS body mass 
index calculator to measure and 
track your weight. 

Find out if your weight and get 
the relevant advice. If you need 
to lose weight, you can set weight 
loss goals and get information on 
losing weight.

Use this app to quickly find out 
the BMI for anyone over the age 
of two and share the result by text 
or email. 

The app has a tracker feature 
to view your weight changes over 
time and set a reminder to update 
the app with your latest weight 
plus full of weight management 
information and advice, 
inspirational stories, videos and 
podcasts. 

 
 
 

Active 10 walking tracker
The Active 10 app will help you 
get into the habit of walking 
briskly for up to10 minutes  
every day.

Active 10 is an easy app to add 
activity to your day and improve 
your health.

The app tracks your walking 
and tells you when you need to 
increase your pace to achieve a 
brisk walk (about 3 miles an hour).

The app gives you goals to 
work towards and rewards your 
progress. You can share your 
activity with friends and family 
and on social media

 
 
 

BLUEICE 
BlueIce is an evidenced-based 
app to help young people manage 
their emotions and reduce urges 
to self-harm.

The app offers a personalised 
set of activities designed to 
reduce distress including a 
music library, photo library, 
physical activities, relaxtion and 
mindfulness exercises,  
and spotting and challenging 
negative thoughts

If you need to talk to someone 
the app allows you to click on one 
of three options to either talk to 
a selected person in your phone 
contacts, Childline or 111.

Calm harm
Calm Harm is designed to help 
people resist or manage the urge 
to self-harm. It's private and 
password protected.

Calm Harm is based on the 
principles of dialectical behaviour 
therapy (DBT). DBT is a type 
of talking therapy that's often 
effective in people with mood 
disorders.

The app provides tasks that 
encourage users to distract 
themselves from urges to self-
harm and help manage their 
"emotional mind" in a more 
positive way. Please note that the 
app is an aid to treatment, but 
doesn't replace it.

All the apps outlined are not a 
substitute for professional mental 
health care.

You can also find more more 
about different apps available on 
the NHS Choi ces website  
www.nhs.uk
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A STORE OF  
INSIDER 

INSIGHTS

All NHS workers occasionally get to see the health  
service from the patient perspective.

But Jason Hurrell, stores manager at St Ann’s, can offer rather 
more personal insight on a wider range of NHS services than 

any of us would really wish.

MY STORY

“I’ve had my money’s worth from the NHS 
 as well as making my living from it.”
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to my head and then fixing it to the 
MRI machine so my head couldn't 
move and the gamma beams focused 
on one spot. It is quite daunting. The 
tumour is still shrinking from that one 
treatment eight years ago.

“I and a woman who were having 
the same treatment were walking 
round Barts at one stage with this 
frame on and people thought we 
were Cybermen. 

“I was buying my house at the time 
and I was wondering what the estate 
agent was thinking.”

Then, one Thursday night three 
years ago his appendix burst. 

“I was on annual leave and ended up 
in A&E on the Friday and they took the 
appendix out on the Saturday with 
keyhole surgery. So I was off for three 
or four weeks with that.”

Next up was his gallbladder. 
“Last March, one of the porters was 

saying I look yellow. After three days 
he said you’re bright yellow, I went 
straight to my GP, he rang up A&E 
and I had it out three days later. It 
was just a little gallstone lodged in my 
gallbladder. That left me with five 
little scars from the keyhole surgery.

“It was my 50th birthday in April 
and I wanted a party but I couldn’t so 
my mates insisted on at least taking 
me for an Indian meal which was a 
chance to catch up with old friends.”

Although his work does not involve 
patient contact, this long  

MY STORY

Jason who also works on 
maintenance supplies at 
Chase Farm, was diagnosed 
with relapsing multiple 
sclerosis 12 years ago.  

This requires regular visits to 
his specialist at the Royal 
London, Whitechapel. 
However Jason remains an 
energetic presence in the  
St Ann’s stores room. 

He says: “I suffer with my legs –  
I wake up at 3am and can feel like I’ve 
run a marathon but otherwise  — 
touch wood — I’m ok.

“Occasionally I do feel my legs at 
work a bit but my bosses know that if 
I’m sitting down for ten minutes it’s 
just because I need that break.”

It was when Jason was having brain 
scans for his MS that another 
significant health problem was 
revealed with doctors finding a 
benign tumour in his inner ear. 

Such tumours do not have any 
symptoms apart from gradual hearing 
loss so Jason could have lost all 
hearing in his left ear, but the 
resulting treatment meant that they 
managed to save some of his hearing 
in that ear. 

“I had gamma ray knife surgery 
which involved them bolting a frame 

Jason Hurrell in the stores, Chase Farm

and intensive relationship with the 
NHS influences how Jason 
approaches his job.

“I’ve had my money’s worth from 
the NHS as well as making my living 
from it.”

Jason’s entry into the NHS family 
began in tragic circumstances, 
stretching back to his mother 
developing bone cancer. With the 
Marie Curie ambulance driver off in 
the Caribbean for six weeks his 
mother cajoled Jason into stepping 
in to fill the breach – transporting 
five or six patients to the charity’s 
centre in north London. 

He clearly did something right 
because the charity offered him a 
‘jack of all trades’ job where he was 
driver-come-maintenance man. 
Having worked at the Marie Curie 
hospice as his mother died, a job 
that at least allowed him to spend 
much time with her, Jason naturally 
later felt the need for a change.

A friend working in the health 
service lured him into the NHS and he 
has travelled from his Essex home into 
St Ann’s and Chase Farm for 17 years.

Since then, he’s been only too 
aware of just what the many 
products that pass through his store 
rooms mean to our patients and 
their loved ones.

“My mates call me the Six Million 
Dollar Man but I have to come to 
work  — I can’t stand not working.”
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Leigh let’s kick things off by hearing 
a bit about your journey up the NHS 
career ladder.
I joined the old Enfield and Haringey 
NHS Health Authority in 1975 as a 
salaries and wages clerk, working at 
the Highlands Hospital in Winchmore 
Hill. The big moves for me since then 
include becoming a planning officer 
at the mental health team based at 
Chase Farm. It was 1987 and the work 
involved projects to support people 
moving out of Friern Barnet Hospital 
to units such as Silver Birches and Bay 
Tree House. 

After a stint as a planning officer for 
the fledgling forensic service I became 
a business manager at Chase Farm. I 
did a variety of tasks like medical 
staffing, the Mental Health Act, service 
level agreements and contracting. 

In 1996 I moved into operational 
clinical management. That added 
managing adult mental health services 
in Enfield to what I was already doing. 
The relationships I’d built helped 
me make that transition. In 2002 I 
became deputy director of mental 
health services in the borough. When 
the Trust moved to running things 
along service lines in 2009 I became 
assistant director for psychosis services 
across all three boroughs. Six years 
later it went back to organising things 
by boroughs so I came back to this 
role which is pretty similar to the one I 
had from 2002.

Were you ever tempted to leave the 
Trust and work elsewhere in the NHS?
Once I started working in mental 
health I knew that was where I wanted 

to stay. In finance I had felt remote 
from patients and service users – here 
I was closer to the coalface and it feels 
like you’re making a difference. I’m 
also working with passionate, caring 
people. That’s one of the good things 
about staying in the same place – you 
build relationships.

I do have to attend a lot of 
management meetings but the patient 
contact that comes with being based 
at Chase Farm keeps reminding me 
why I am here.

What’s the best and worst 
experiences you’ve had at work?
The worst was undoubtedly the death 
of a young woman on one of our 
wards. Dealing with the aftermath 
was very traumatic and it reminds you 
how terrible mental illness can be.
It’s hard to think of the best 
experience I’ve had because there 
have been many. 

I can tell you the funniest experience. 
One Saturday night I had to rush down 
to Ivey House, a unit for older people, 
after hearing there was a crisis. I found 
police cars and fire engines around 
the unit because a car had driven 
straight through the front doors and 
ended up in the dining room.

The driver was a really lovely 
lady who used to bring in fruit for 
everyone. A melon or mango had 
fallen off the passenger seat and 

rolled underneath her brake so she 
just couldn’t stop. Thankfully no-
one was injured. The police and 
firefighters couldn’t stop laughing.

Have you had to call on the NHS 
much as a patient or carer?
In 2003 I was diagnosed with cancer 
but I had a very positive experience 
with the NHS. I was treated at Chase 
Farm and the North Middlesex and 
made a full recovery. I felt very well 
supported by senior clinical colleagues 
— people were there for me.

How do you look after your own 
mental health?
I’m lucky to have a good family and 
lots of good friends – many of whom 
I have met through my career in the 
NHS. I’ve also got a passion for travel 
involving wildlife and the wide open 
spaces. I’ve been on safaris in South 
Africa and Kenya and to Yellowstone 
National Park in the US. The open 
space gives you time to think and to 
ground yourself. I’ve always enjoyed 
watching football and being a 
Hackney girl by birth my dad bought 
me a season ticket for Leyton Orient 
for many years. These days I watch 
Tottenham – I really like sport.

And isn’t there a pastime that you’ve 
developed quite a liking for?
My husband and I have developed 
a taste for watching darts. My son 
and son-in-law have started buying 
us tickets for big events at the O2 
and Alexandra Palace because they 
say that every time they come round 
there’s darts on the telly.

Leigh Saunders
 
Assistant Director for  
Adult Mental Health Services in Enfield 
 
Trust Matters' Chris Mahony met with  
Leigh for a quick interview.
 

A photo from Leigh's trip

“It feels like you’re  
making a difference…  
I’m working with 
passionate, caring people” 

FIVE MINUTES WITH…
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We are always keen to hear from:

• Nurses who want to work 
in mental health, with 
older people and with 
children

• Registered general nurses
• Speech and language 

therapists, occupational 
therapists and 
physiotherapists 

• Clinical psychologists, 
counsellors and 
community mental health 
practitioners

• Doctors
• Administrative staff and 

finance officers.

We also often have vacancies for 
support staff such as porters, 
maintenance workers and 
housekeepers who keep things 
ticking over.

Spanning three boroughs and  
with services provided from 30 sites, 
you’re likely to find a location that 
suits your lifestyle and any caring 
responsibilities you have.

Director of Nursing Amanda 
Pithouse says: “Healthcare is all about 
caring, highly trained professionals 
using their skills to save or improve 
the lives of people in need. We place a 
great emphasis on staff development 
so if you want to develop your skills 
we are the place for you. To be the 
best that you can be, come join the 
3,000 people who already work with 
us to meet the needs of the people of 
Barnet, Enfield and Haringey.”

Our employee assistance programme 
and occupational health service will 
keep you fit and focussed on the job. 
The employee assistance programme 
can help you manage the stresses of 
modern life while the team at the 
occupational health service will help 
keep you fit or ensure rapid treatment 
for ailments that could keep you off 
work. So, why not check out the 
vacancies on our website or contact 
our recruitment team and enjoy good 
pay and the sense of wellbeing that 
comes with serving your own 
community?

RECRUITMENT

JOIN US
Do you like the idea of helping people in your own community?
BEH is recruiting for all types of health professionals – and other 
staff who allow us to meet the needs of the people we serve.

You can see our current 
vacancies on the NHS  
jobs website www.jobs.nhs.uk 
or visit our website at  
www.beh-mht.nhs.uk/careers
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DARAN SOMERS

MY  
SECRET 

LIFE
“As an actor 
I like not 
being myself  
– I like being 
a character. 
It’s really 
interesting to 
be something 
you’re not for  
a while.
And there’s 
always the 
glamour!”
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MY SECRET LIFE

Daran Somers joined BEH as a porter in 2010. At the age of 31 Daran 
abandoned office work to study drama at university in 2006. While 
he’s still waiting for his big break, Daran has had minor roles in several 
films and commercials. He also works as an extra.
Trust Matters tracked him down to the glamorous location of the St 
Ann’s stores depot to hear about his experiences, hopes and dreams  — 
and being on the receiving end of a Barbara Windsor love bomb.

So Daran, what prompted such a 
dramatic life change – office work to 
drama school?
I used to do a variety of jobs but 
mostly office work with a bit of 
warehouse work. I’d done a two 
year NVQ carpentry course as well. I 
worked and lived for the weekend and 
going out. When I got past 30 I felt 
like a change, I was tired of what I was 
doing and fancied taking a new path.

Had you trod the boards before that?
No but I had gone to stage school as a 
kid to learn how to tap.

Do you ever tap-dance your way 
round St Ann’s? And what’s been your 
best experience acting so far then?
No, there’s not any tap-dancing here. 
I was in a film called The Nut where 
I had to chase Noel Clarke around 

London. He played Billie Piper’s 
boyfriend in the early series of the 
new Dr Who. If my career ever takes 
off I’d definitely do cinema and TV 
rather than the stage.

And when that lucky break comes, 
who would be your dream director?
I really like Spielberg’s and James 
Cameron’s films. They’re planning 
another Terminator film and Cameron 
made the first two. People tell me I 
look like Miles Dyson, the inventor 
of the artificial intelligence which 
spawned the Terminator. I’m going to 
drop them a line and suggest that I 
play his son in the next film.

So until we see you grappling with 
Arnie, is there anything else in the 
pipeline?
I’ve done an audition for a commercial 
and I’m waiting to hear. Being 43 I’m a 
bit more patient than younger actors 
and I’m happy working at BEH. Work 
is work and I like working.

How does it feel to see yourself on 
the screen?
I don’t recognise myself. I went to the 
cinema after my mum saw me in a film 
and I just thought: ‘That’s not what I 
see in the mirror.’ 

Now that you’ve had that experience 
what do you like most about the 
acting world?
I like not being myself – I like being a 
character. It’s really interesting to be 
something you’re not for a while.
And there’s always the glamour!

Who’s the most famous person 
you’ve shared a set with?
I did a gambling commercial with 
Barbara Windsor just after she left 
Eastenders. She told me that my 
shirt was lovely. They like you to 
bring some of your own clothes 
and sometimes you wear those and 
sometimes what they give you.  
That shirt was mine so Barbara 
Windsor liked my shirt!

And you’ve been close to another 
famous Windsor haven’t you?
I got within a few yards of the Queen 
when Paul Laurie and I went to a 
Buckingham Palace garden party in 
2017. Sharon Smith (BEH Facilities 
Support Services Manager) had put 
Paul forward for an invite because 
he’d been here 40 years and she asked 
if I wanted to go. The queues to get in 
were massive because of the security 
but it was a lovely hot day and it was 
brilliant to wander round the gardens 
and look at everything.

Good luck Daran and until you're 
paid big money on the silver screen 
we're glad you're happy to work here 
at BEH.
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HISTORY CORNER

It’s startling to think that the oldest 
part of Chase Farm Hospital, the 
“clock tower” building, began life as 
an orphanage in 1884. 

 
The Edmonton Board of Guardians 
opened Chase Farm Schools two years 
later to accommodate 500 children. 

By 1930, when the schools were 
transferred to Middlesex County 
Council, the Medical Officer of 
Health for the area reported that the 
buildings were under-used. Intended 
for the accommodation and education 
of 600 children, barely half that 
number lived there and those that  
did attended ordinary local day 
schools in the area. 

The lower floor of the Infirmary and 
another block were now used for the 
care of 82 sick children and infants 
who were transferred from the North 
Middlesex Hospital. Officials decided 
to adapt another isolated block to 
accommodate 37 bedridden infirm 
women from Edmonton House and 
North Middlesex Hospital. 

By 1938 Chase Farm hosted few 
children and was instead largely a 
hospital for the elderly.

When World War II broke out 
in 1939 Chase Farm became an 
emergency hospital with 800 beds. 
With the arrival of the National Health 
Service in 1948 it became a general 
hospital under the control of the 
North East Thames Regional Health 
Authority and the Enfield Hospital 
Management Committee. 

It had 518 general beds. By  
1971 the hospital’s beds number 
had declined to 375. However work  
began on a new building to house  
the women’s and children’s services 
and the medical wards  
were upgraded.

In 1995, as part of a major 
programme of building works 
costing over £16m, a new surgical 
block opened. It was named 
the Highlands Wing, after the 
Highlands Hospital, which had 
closed in 1993.

In 1999 the Hospital joined  
with Barnet Hospital to form 
the Barnet and Chase Farm 
Hospitals NHS Trust. It is now  
part of the Royal Free London  
NHS Foundation Trust. 

The Chase Farm site is now  
divided between the Royal Free  
and BEH fairly equally. Chase is  
the base for BEH’s adult inpatient 
services for Enfield, as well as the 
North London Forensic Service,  
rated as Outstanding by the Care 
Quality Commission. The site is  
also home to the Kings Oak private 
hospital, a medium-secure 
psychiatric unit. Some of the land is 
also being developed by builders 
for new homes. 

Chase Farm: a long 
record of sanctuary 
for the vulnerable

Having started life as a Victorian children’s 
home, Chase Farm has evolved over the 
decades to provide both mental health 
services and physical health care.

When World War 
II broke out in 1939 
Chase Farm became 
an emergency hospital 
with 800 beds
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Snoop on  
Snoopy and Pals

FEATURE: PEANUTS

Find out more about the 
exhibition, which runs until 
3 March, and talks and 
special events at www.
somersethouse.org.uk/
whats-on/good-grief-
charlie-brown

Are you a Peanuts fan? Did 
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, the 
outrageously blunt Lucy and 
the gang speak to a certain 
something in you?

Well, you can now explore 
their funny, but always slightly 
melancholy, world.

In an exhibition at Somerset House, 
contemporary artists explore the 
impact and psychological insights of 
perhaps the greatest ever comic strip. 
The exhibition even includes a life-
size recreation of Lucy’s ‘psychiatric 
help’ booth (where consultations cost 
five cents).

Mel Brimfield, who is among  
the artists exhibiting and giving  
talks at Somerset House over the  
next couple of months, has always 
been particularly intrigued by  
Lucy’s booth. She says it’s funny  
that the ‘neighbourhood bully’ sets  
up as a psychiatrist in the way  
other American children set up a 
lemonade stall. Charlie Brown creator 
Charles M. Schulz was deeply 
interested in what makes humans  
tick. He also couldn’t resist gentle 
ribbing of self help gurus and 
psychiatry. After all, the rude  
and selfish Lucy was hardly a  
great advertisement for the  
psychiatry profession. 

As the Somerset House senior 
curator Claire Catterall says: “Peanuts 
didn’t offer any answers, only comfort 
in knowing that we all suffer the same 
worries and disappointments, and 
it showed us how these bittersweet 
moments could form the wellspring  
of humanity itself.”

“Peanuts  
didn’t offer  
any answers, 
only comfort  
in knowing  
that we all 
suffer the same 
worries and 
disappointments”
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Your compliments 
Our staff are delighted to hear the difference their care and support have 
made to your lives. Here are some of the lovely messages we’ve been 
sent recently about the care we provide:

What you’ve been telling our staff

“Jessie, I really appreciate the calm, pragmatic way in 
which you have supported us through this difficult 
time. You have given me some really sound advice that 
probably I knew but needed someone to help me put 
into action. You have been so kind.” Barnet CAMHS 

“Augustina, Caroline, Ron, Mina, Mehmet and 
Robin, they all looked after me whilst I have been 
here and have helped me with various issues 
regarding my illness, thank you!” 
Haringey Assessment Ward

“Dear David, Sybille and Dr Jonathan, thank 
you for your on-going support, consistency, 
treatment and professional kindness and 
concern.” Barnet Personality Disorder Team

“To Sara and Anna, this is just to say a big thank 
you for all of your hard work and input into 
my care and future recovery and for giving me 
the chance to look forward to a brighter and 
more positive future! Above all, thank you for 
getting me through tough times and remaining 
focussed for the future.”
Haringey Recovery & Enablement Team (RET)

“I was very happy with Dr Kripalani, 
he explained things very well.” 
Enfield Early Intervention Service

HAVE YOUR SAY 
beh-tr.communications@nhs.net

TOP TWEETS

       Follow @BEHMHTNHS
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We know life’s hectic. And, we know taking time out after work is really 
important to do, but how often do we do it? Well, we thought we’d share some 
ideas with you from a few of our staff around the Trust.

Take two...  
    and relax… 

HEALTH MATTERS

Mollie Sparks-Breen 
PA to Barnet Management

Apart from doing the obvious and sitting in front 
of the TV, I also like to go on walks in one of the 
parks near my house with my dog to help me 
relax. Although it’s not 
as comfy as being on 
the sofa, it helps me to 
clear my mind and focus 
on appreciating the 
small things. I also think 
that being outdoors 
in nature doesn’t just 
help you to relax, but is 
also positive for mental 
health in general, and 
helps you to forget 
about the stresses of 
the day.

Sheela Lomax 
Executive Assistant

I mostly relax by going 
out to different places 
and restaurants with 
my husband and two 
children; we try to do 
family days out as much 
as possible. I unwind by 
watching TV, Netflix or 
Prime – I particularly love thrillers, 
action and mysteries – I have had 
some late nights binge-watching! 
I have also started walking more 
often, and occasionally do yoga  
and meditation. 

Aline Lauermann 
Senior Psychological  
Wellbeing Practitioner,  
Enfield IAPT

When I want to relax I enjoy listening 
to audiobooks and attend yoga 
classes, which are more active ways 
of relaxing rather than switching off 
completely which I still find difficult to 
do. Listening to audiobooks is helpful 
as I can continue with other tasks, such 
as cleaning and walking while losing 
myself in new adventures. Yoga helps me 
ground myself and reduce the volume of 
my own thoughts. I am even considering 
doing yoga teaching training as I enjoy 
it so much! Time will tell if I get that far, 
but a yoga retreat is definitely in store.

EMAIL US WITH  
YOUR IDEAS 
beh-tr.communications 
@nhs.net
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FUN ‘N’ GAMES
 Answers 

Riddles:
1. A bar of soap
2. A dandelion
3. Water

Spot the difference!

Riddles

QUIZ 

1. Which British Pop act won the 

Eurovision Song Contest in 1981? 

2. In the UK which single record was the 

biggest seller for the band, Queen?

3. In the UK which industry does  

OFSTED regulate?

4. Who is the first person from an ethnic 

minority to hold one of the top four 

cabinet positions (Prime Minister, 

Chancellor of the Exchequor, Home 

Secretary, Foreign Secretary) in the 

British Government?

5. In which country did the dish  

Chop Suey originate? 

6. Which country is the biggest producer 

of olive oil producing over 38% of the 

world’s total? 

7. What was the last black and white  

film to win the Oscar for Best Picture?

8. Who was the first black woman  

to win an Oscar for Best Actress? 

9. What creature appears on the  

flag of Wales?

10. What is the zodiac sign represented by 

the Twins? 

11. What colour are the seats in the House 

of Lords? 

12. Kampuchea is the former name of which 

modern-day country? 

13. Lisbon stands on which river? 

14. What is the name of Batman's butler?

15. The setting of which play is at 

Monkswell Manor? 

Riddle 1
You use me from your head to your toes, the more I 
work the thinner I grow. What am I?

Riddle 2
What type of lion never roars?

Riddle 3
I’m often running yet I have no legs. You need me but I 
don’t need you. What am I?

1. Bucks Fizz 
2. Bohemian Rhapsody
3. Education
4. Sajid Javid. Prime Minister 

Theresa May appointed him 
Home Secretary in 2018.

5. USA 
6. Spain
7. The Artist (in 2011)
8. Halle Berry
9. Dragon
10. Gemini
11. Red
12. Cambodia
13. Tagus
14.  Alfred
15. The Mousetrap

Photo caption 
competition win-
ner from Issue 3 is  
Victoria Caamano 
with her comment 
‘I’m all in a whirl’.




